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60.     When practicable, provision shall be made  Counter-bor-to prevent the wearing of shoulders on either station-     ng*
ary or moving parts at their extreme travel.
61.    All stationary journals shall have suitable  Journals. boxes, babbitt lined when necessary, and all journals above four inches in diameter shall have provisions
for horizontal and vertical adjustment.
62.    All   glands   and  guide  rings   of   stuffing Bushings, boxes shall be  provided  with   composition   linings forced in and securely held in place, and the glands
shall be cupped out to make proper receptacles for lubricants, leakage water, etc.
63.     The bodies of all valves,  three inches in  vaive»,«c. diameter and smaller, shall be entirely of composition,  but  the  bodies of  valves  larger  than   three
inches, may be of cast iron, with composition valve and valve seats,
64.     All valves, fittings, fixtures and appurtenances used, shall be of an approved design.
65.    The valve  motions  and starting arrange-  steam End meats of the engines shall be such that each engine
can be promptly and safely started and operated by one engineer.
66.     The steam distribution valves shall be of  Vaivw. a known reliable type.   They ahull be well balanced
and so designed as to work with the minimum friction, to wear even and steam-tight, and to have proper facilities for refitting and adjustment.
67.     The stearn  valve  mechanism shall be of Valve Motion, ample strength and durability, and must be reliable
in all its motions and entirely free from any danger of failure, derangement or rebounding.    The engine   Regulation, and valve mechanism to be provided with an automatic device to prevent racing in case of a broken pump main.
68.     The engines shall be fitted with a variable Cut"ofr-cut-off mechanism no arranged as to be easily and quickly adjusted while the engines are in operation.
69.      The running throttle valves of the engines  Throttle, shall be of a well-balanced type and operate quickly
and easily under full ntcam pressure.
70.     The steam pistons of the  cylinders shall  PUIOM. be provided with Babbitt and Harris piston packing, packing which, in the opinion of the Water Commissioner, is equally efficient.
71.     Steam valves above six inches in diameter shall have steel stems provided with Phospho bronze nuts.                                                                        ,

